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A. Listening (16 pts) 
I. Listen and choose the best answer for each question. (8 pts) 
1. Where does Vy live?  
A. in the center of Ha Noi    C. in the suburbs of Ha Noi  
B. in the center of Ho Chi Minh City   D. in the suburbs of Ho Chi Minh City 
2. What does Vy like about her neighborhood? - There are also many ____.  
A. restaurants  B. chemist’s   C. theatres   D. buildings 
3. How are the streets?  
A. narrow  B. wide   C. quiet  D. dirty 
4. What does she dislike about it? – The schools are _____.  
A. middle  B. farther   C. far away  D. near 
II. Listen and choose the best option to complete the passage below. (8 pts) 
Phu Quoc is a very beautiful (5) _______ in Viet Nam. It is in Kien Giang. It has beautiful beaches and green 
forests. It also has resorts, hotels, and bars. The people here are (6) __________. Phu Quoc has an international 
airport and travelling there is easy. Tourists can (7) ________ fishing villages, national parks, pagodas, and 
temples. They also like to eat the (8) ________here. It is delicious. Sailing and fishing are popular water 
sports. You can buy interesting things at the markets on the island. 
5. A. land  B. island  C. cave  D. islands 
6. A. friendly  B. kind   C. friend  D. active 
7. A. go to  B. come  C. visit   D. sit 
8. A. crabs  B. seafood  C. squids  D. spider crab 
B. Pronunciation (4 pts)  
Choose the words having the underlined part pronounced differently in each line.  
9. A. agree  B. see   C. coffee  D. free  
10. A. parks  B. shrimps  C. classmates  D. factories   
C. Vocabulary and Grammar (24 pts) 
I. Choose the best answer. (14 pts) 
11. Every day he _______ at the factory, but today he ________ at the office. 
A. is working/ is working   C. is working/ works  
B. work/ works    D. works/ is working 
12. My sister always puts on some _______ whenever she goes swimming in the summer.  
A. sunglasses  B. suncream  C. plasters  D. umbrella 
13. Listen! These girls _______ "Happy birthday!". 
A. are singing  B. sing   C. sings   D. is singing 
14. The watercolor is $25, and the oil-painting is $100. The oil-painting is ______ than the watercolor. 
A. more cheap  B. cheaper  C. expensive  D. more expensive 
15. He doesn’t understand English. He should ________ English more. 
A. studies  B. to study  C. studying  D. study 
16. When you see a black cat, you have to _______ a wish. 
A. make  B. do    C. go    D. say  
17. At the end of this tour, we will visit a _______ monument in Ba Dinh district. 
A. history  B. historic  C. historian  D. historically 
II. Choose the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to 
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. (2 pts) 
18. My computer is noticeably slower than before. 



A. shorter  B. lower   C. faster  D. fast 
III. Choose the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the 
underlined word in each of the following questions. (2 pts) 
19. Santa Claus handed out presents to the children. 
A. gifts  B. decorations  C. fireworks  D. candies 
IV. Choose the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete 
each of the following exchanges. (2 pts) 
20. “Excuse me, can you tell me where I can catch a bus to London, please?” - “______”          
A. Yes, please.  
B. Sure, go ahead. 
C. OK. Here’s your ticket.            
D. Sorry, I’m new here myself.                 
D. Reading (20 pts) 
I. Read the following passage and choose the letter A, B, C, D to indicate the correct answer to each of 
the questions. (10 pts) 
 A friend in need is a friend indeed. The world looks dark without a true friend. Happy are those who 
have a true friend. I am lucky to have a true friend, Nam, in my school. He lives in an extended family with 
his grandparents, parents, and his brother. He is my classmate. We work, play and study together. He is good 
at studying. 
 He always stands first in the class. He is also a good player of football. He is the captain of our 
school football team. He has many good qualities. He is always regular. He is never late for school. He 
keeps neat and clean. He is also honest and truthful. These qualities keep him a good friend. He exercises in 
the morning. He helps me with my studies. He is an ideal friend. Both of us like each other. 

(Source: http://www.english.makeaneasy.com/my-best-friendl) 
21. What is the topic of the passage? 
 A. My true characteristics    C. My football team 
 B. My true friend     D. My family 
22. The word "extended” is closest in meaning to ______. 
 A. small  B. poor  C. happy   D. big 
23. What is true about Nam? 
 A. He is the best player in the team. 
 B. He is the best student in the class 
 C. He studies Maths very well. 
 D. He likes English a lot.  
24. Nam has many characteristics EXCEPT _____. 
 A. clean  B. lazy   C. truthful  D. honest 
25. According to the passage, what sports does Nam play? 
 A. football  B. badminton   C. basketball  D. tennis 
II. Read the following passage and decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits each space. (10 pts)   
Trang An in Ninh Binh is a charming and (26) ________ site in Viet Nam. The whole picture of Trang An 
has limestone mountains, forests, and golden rice fields. The valleys here are amazingly beautiful, like 
colorful carpets. There are (27) _________ running along these valleys, reflecting the blue sky above. 
Making boat trips is a perfect way to fully enjoy the (28) _______here. There are also tens of wonderful 
natural caves that you should (29) ________ on foot. Many world (30) ________ call Trang An “Ha Long 
Bay on the land”.  
26. A. smart B. active  C. fantastic  D. intelligent  
27. A. lakes  B. seas   C. oceans  D. rivers 
28. A. surrounding B. scenery  C. neighborhood  D. pictures  
29. A. explore B. watch  C. look   D. enjoy 
30. A. goers              B. tours     C. travelers   D. people 



E. Writing (20 pts) 
I. Circle one mistake (A, B, C or D) in each of the following sentences (4 pts) 
31. We mustn't picking flowers in the school garden. 
A. picking  B. mustn’t  C. in    D. garden 
32. The result of his final test was badder than that of his mid-term one. 
A. one   B. his   C. that  D. badder 
II. Rearrange the words to make correct sentences. (4 pts) 
33. London/ city/ the/ historic/ is/ of/ buildings. 
A. London is historic city of the buildings 
B. London the city is of buildings historic. 
C. London is the city of historic buildings. 
D. London is the historic buildings of city. 
34. have to/ go/ We/ to/ at Tet/ don’t/ school. 
A. We don’t to go have to school at Tet. 
B. We don’t have to go to school at Tet. 
C. We don’t go to have to school at Tet. 
D. We don’t have to school go to at Tet. 
III. Choose the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is  
    correct or closest in meaning to the previous one. (4 pts) 
35. It was very kind of you to send me the postcard. 
A. The postcard was very kind. 
B. The postcard was beautiful. 
C. Sorry, I don’t like the postcard. 
D. Thanks for sending me the postcard. 
36. The island has diverse plants species. 
A. The island has no plants species. 
B. Plants species in the island is dangerous. 
C. There are diverse plants species on the island. 
D. The island has the most diverse plants species.  
IV. Write the correct sentence that can be made from the cues given. (8 pts) 
37. He/ not/ have/ computer/ his bedroom. 
-> _______________________________________________________________________. 
38. In my class/ boys/ sometimes/ talkative/ than/ girls. 
-> _______________________________________________________________________. 
39. I/ call/ the/ travel agents/ now. 
-> _______________________________________________________________________. 
40. Viet Nam/ people/ should/ break things/ at Tet. 
-> _______________________________________________________________________. 
 

***** The end ***** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


